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SYNOPSIS: The real behaviour establishment of all systems having influence upon the interaction of
the underground structure with the soil, the following solution methods may be used: mechanical
behaviour of the real system, field measurement in situ, using a mathematical model, solution of
physical model. the aim of this paper rests on 'the more economic design of dimensioning of
underground walls in comparison "T" shape wall with the rectangular wall.

1_INTRODUCTION

The Technological centre on Strahov is a part of
Strahov highway tunnels in Prague, it is located
above the designed tunnel tubes between SE 
border of the Strahov `- stadium and the
Spartakiade street, as shown in fig. 1. The
western part contains the underground pneumatic
machine room for the whole Strahov - tunnel with
the necessary vents and their ramifications. The
length of structure is 130 m, the width is 27 m,
and the depth up to 25 m. The pit lagging is
designed of monolithic underground walls. The
vents to individual tunnel tubes discharge into
the bottom of the structure Technological centre.
The reinforced concrete monolithic upcast
structure towers with height of about 45 m link
up on the channel part of the structure. The
castern part (energetic centre) includes the
expanding station, transformers and switch rooms.

2 MEASUREMENTS IN SITU OF UNDERGROUND_WALLS

In order to preserve the terrain stability, in
situ measurements and observations in natural
conditions were undertaken, these are briefly
described in the following text (see_fig. 2; a 
fill, b, c, - clay, d - sandstones, e, f 
claystones, g - hillside sediments, h - terracial
construction, i - ref. plane 280 ASL).

The measurements are made in dependence on the
construction progress and follow the soil
deformation in the plane of measuring bore holes
series, from terrain surface up to the depth of
45 m. By repeated measurements according to the
technological construction progress and its
results in time sequence it can be obtained the
pictures of deformation changes course in
dependence of time. Two profiles (on the stadium
and on the street " Na Hfebenkach " ) were sunk.
One measuring profile contains 12 bore holes.
Five mechanical springs anchors are placed intoeach bore hole. These create horizons of fixed
points plane inetwork, which fellow the strain
component (the anchors are placed in distances of
5 m, there are altogether 120). Further a network
of geodetic points has been created (altogether68) and - on' selected structures - the
development of fissures is followed.
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Figure 1. Technological centre - soil condition.
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Figure 2. Technological centre - in situ

measuring.



The mechanical behaviour of the soil system in
the area of interest and of the underground walls
is based on the result of in situ measurements.
In order to verify the real horizontal pressure
magnitude acting on the underground walls, how it
changes its magnitude 'and distribution in
progressive deepening of _the construction pit
(technological centre) and' by expanding of its
ceilings and how the stress changes in the
structure at the same time, (the moment, shearing
force and normal force) measuring elements were
installed in the underground walls and on their
contacts with the soil.

Detailed results contains also the information
about the non-linearity of strain behaviour. Itis evident from the shear test deformation
couves, that these sandstones/are expressively
disturbed by dilatancy.

3 THE PHYSICAL MODELS

The physical models of the foundation pit for the
Strahov Technological centre over the -Prague
highway tunnels were made in the laboratory of
physical modelling in the department of
Geotechnics of the TU Brno. The physical models
were made on the basic of a dimensional analysis
and in according with the theory of similarity.
These physical models aim to investigate the
comparison between the stability of behaviour of
traditional underground wall (rectangular wall)
and the new underground wall ("T" wall).For the
purpose of study in this chapter three sets of
physical models of equivalent materials (model
GEO-90-M-Brno) were constructed and tested in
various cases of technical production and variouscases of loading. '
The nonlinear behaviour of material belongs to
the knowledge acquired. In the analysis of
constitutional relations we used incremental and
finite relations according to diferent authors.
The results of combination of material models
with matematical models were used as input data
for the finite elements method. One of the major
tasks in physical and mathematical modelling is
the problem of determining input data. To solve
nonlinear problems in geomechanics functional
theoretical relations which would represent the
change of material properties in dependence on
history of loading are necessary. When
formulating (the assumed physical nonlinear
changes in soil -we proceed from mathematical
models of various authors and apply them and
compare with experiments on physical models. To
identify nonlinear behaviour of soil we used
finite and incremental relations.

The basic model of the nonlinear dependence
between stress and deformation described by
variable tangential moduli and the Poisson s
ratio as per Kondner was amended by Duncan and
Chang. They derived a mathematical relation for
a tangential modulus of elasticity and used this
dependence with the Mohr s criterion of the limit
plastic equilibrium to express a more general
model of soil. Their model may be characterized
as elastically plastic, while Kondner s model is
nonlinearly elastic.The relation between material stress and
deformation may be expressed by function Et is
f(a, b, Rf, K, n) both in an effective and total
system of stress (the Duncan-Chang method). These
five basic parameters were determined for an
equivalent material of a series of triaxial CID
tests. The method of evaluation assumes that the
dependence of stress on deformation is hyperbolic
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at 70 to 90 percent of strength mobilization,
which was fulfilled in pressure tests. Thus the
necessary and sufficient condition for the
transformation of hyperbolic stress-deformation
dependence was fulfiled by a line.In the
transformed dependence the stepness of the line
represents parameter b which determines the
relation between the real deviator on the failure
limit and a theoretical one given by an asymptote
to a hyperbola according to coefficient Rf. Thereverse value of parameter a is an initial
tangential modulus E- for a given chamber stress
plotted into logarithmic coordinates and their
connecting line determine parameter n by means of
a gradient of line, and at the stress equal 0,1
MPa, determine the constant K. By a series of
laboratory triaxial CID tests of equivalent
material and by the evaluation according tg
Mohr s and Duncan-Chang theory variable
tangential moduli of equivalent material 90 wereascertained. The results of the triaxial tests
and the transformation of hyperbolic
stress-deformation dependence for one triaxial
test are presented\in Figs. 3 and 4. In the model
solution according to Duncan and Chang it is
important to distinguish between loading,
unloading and reloading. It is also necessary to
analyse whether the given model is suitable for
the determination of the change of stress. Themodel is valid for a certain course of
deformation only when the ratios of stress
components remain constant in the course of
change of loading. If we use a mechanism of
planary deformation it is necessary to explain
whether parameters Rf, K, n, a, b, determined in
triaxial apparatuses will represent the state and
distribution of loading for the change of stress.
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Figure 3. Transformed hyperbolig Stress
deformation dependence. (1_- o3 = 0,05 Mpa, 2 
U3 = 0.1 MPa, 3 - 03 = 0.2 MPa).

In the elastic isotropic environment
deformations are in a linear relation to stress.
If the environment behaves plastically, it is
necessary to consider nonlinear relation too. Th€
boundary from which plastic deformations begins
is given by a condition of plastic deformation
"F". To formulate constitutional relations of the
increment theory of plasticity it is necessary to
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Figure 4.Space projection of the Poisson s ratio.
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know the area of plastic potential with
consolidation. Then the increment of total
deformation is the sum of elastic and plastic
deformation increments. The problem of the
three-dimensional criterion of ifailure is
described in greater detail. The criterion is
formulated by M.K.Kim' and P.V.Lade in terms of
the_ first and third invariant of stress tensor
and reaches only three independent material
parameters. These parameters may be determined
from simpletension tests and in the triaxial
apparatus. To analyse material structure is
necessary to know the space state of stress which
expresses stress-deformation dependence beforeand even at the limit state. The criterion of
material failure is expressed in the terms of the
first and third invariant of the stress tensor
according to M.K.Kim and P.V.Lade as follows:

(113 =13 - 27) (I1:Pa)m = F (1)
where F is plastic deformation condition. In the
area of principal_stress the plane of failure is
defined by equation. The curvature of the plane
of failure increases `with value m as shown in
Fig.5. In the given failure the plane of failure
is presented in the area of the principal stress.
The resulting parameters and the area of failure
for material GEO-Brno 90 are as followszm is 0.5,
F is 23. To be able to model the behaviour of
soils properly during multi-cycle loading, it is
necessary to analyse the effects of loading,
unloading and reloading cycles upon soils
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Figure 5. The area of failure in the space of the
principal stress.

profoundly., The compaction-induced pressure
increases cause the deformation of the structure
and therefore this should be considered as early
as during the interaction of soil-structure
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systems (e.g.retaining walls, culverts,
underground structures).
M.Duncan and B.Seed developed the incremental
analytical method for the evaluation of increased
earth pressures based upon a hysteretic model for
stresses. The general model of hysteretic loading
and unloading is introduced by the authors in
cases of gradual compaction of artificial
structures. The development of the hysteretic
model may be best studied on a model forconditions of horizontal and vertical
stresses(Ko). A hysteretic model may be briefly
characterized by seven points (Fig.6).
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Figure 6. Typical stress path of hysteretic model

-1. A virgin loading defined as a horizontal
stress

Uh = Uv ° Ko (2)
where K was suggested by Jaky and tested by
Mayne ana Kulhawy.

2. Point A is marked in the graph as a maximum
for the virgin loading. Further point B is
defined _for unloading the first 'step. Point
C follows the dstress path and determines the
minimum unloading point. The given sequenceresults in

O' U.A

oh=1<;,.oV=1<é.  (3)v,B

3. During unloading the authors respect the
failure limiting conditions as seen from relationUh S  - UV

4. To determine oh to point R for the course
of the given model tee authors proceed from the
following analytical relation

o'h,R = Ghlc + B . H = Ko » UVIR
5. Under further repeated loading the values of

D and A points are determined.
6. and 7. Under further unloading the course of

K is definitivelv determined in a limitedinterval.
For a hysteretic model it is
determine next five new parameters.

The standard CSN 730037 consider
effect of compaction only in
general reference: "In backfill
fill compaction it is necessary to apply the
intensity of compaction in earth pressure
calculation", therefore it is necessary to
proceed _individually. That is why this article
deals with the concrete study for the model GEO
Brno and set out the input parameters for the
hysteretic model (for gravel sand), see table 1.

necessary to
the
the following
compaction or



Table 1. The parameters for hysteretic
model V

Q K KUR H Rf K' H KkN/m3/o/ ° 2
20 30 20 34 0.8 0.78 0.5 0.31 0.35

Based on mathematical statistics we have
determined the reliability 'value. The results of
the study show that in this case, after the
transformation (from the shape of a triangle toa trapezoid) of the additional stress
distribution due to reloading and unloading, the
earth pressure increase at/ rest shows the
increase about 20 percent. In conclusion we may
submit the statement that the earth -pressure
increase cannot .be neglected, and that the
analythical method of calculation based on the
hysteretic model of stress gives sufficiently
accurate and reliable results.

3.1 Model Geo-90-M-Brno

Model GEO-90-M-I-Brno: During construction of
model, it should be noted that the deformation of
the tunnel model is not affected by filling the
equivalent materials over distance 1.9 times
greater than the tunnel model diameter. During
the process of excavation of equivalent material
between two types of underground walls, the
deformation at the top of the two walls increases
with the increase of ratio Hm/H ( is the
embedded depth of the wall and H is the ength of
the wall), but the deformation of the rectangular
wall is considerably greater than that of the "T"
wall. For rectangular wall, the vertical
settlement of the surface of model masses behind
the wall increase with the excavation depthincreases, and also the vertical settlement
decreases with the distance away from the back ofthe wall increase. '
Model GEO-90-M-II-Brno: The construction of model
GEO-90-M-II was similar to the construction of
former model with a scale 1:100. As the loading
of horizontal pressure was applied again on the
walls, the deformation of the wall remains
constant up to Ko = 1.2. By increasing the value
of K , the deformation of wall increases for the
two types of wall. Also the deformation of the
rectangular wall is increased much more than that
of the "T" wall with increasing the value of Ko.
As Ko increases both types of wall move up. Andthe wall heave for the rectangular wall is
greater than for the "T" wall.
Model GEO-90-M-III-Brno: The construction of
this model is similar as two former models. But
five anchors were constructed at the top of
rectangular wall. The difference in ratio L/h
between the begining and end of the test at the
top of wall for the anchored rectangular wall is
about 7%, but for the "T" wall it is 2.75%. The
anchored rectangular wall is influenced by the
process of excavation more than the "T" wall
which is without anchors.

4 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

Thé actual state at the influence forecast of
horizontal stresses on .the structures may becharacterized by lade of information about
initial stresses in soils and their influence on
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the dimensioning and evaluation of the
underground walls. At technological procedure of
underground wall construction with high Ko, i. QQ
larger than one, the values of the bending moment
and~shearing forces in the structure are risingand are much higher, than those supposed
according to the theory of limit equilibrium,
Therefore parametric studies of finite elements
numerical methode have been undertaken within the
framwork of the subsystem PODIS Geo-Brno-16. The
effects of the initial stress state were here
studied with K values equal to 0.5 and 1.2. The
contact problem is expressed by physical
properties of isoparametric contact elements,
inserted on the border. The shear processes in
the contact joint were solved by transitent
elements. The shear stresses grow non-linearly.
The stated parameters were replaced in the
calculation by anisotropic spring elements from
the hyperbolic function course. The initial
stress and its increment during the technological
process of underground walls had to be
complemented in a series of elements via several
computation increments. The results are showing,that the displacements (at cooperation of
underground walls with the soil) are very
dependent on the value K = 1.2 at which they are
approximately 3.7 times larger than for Ko = 0.5.
Further, at the depth of 15 m, the underground
walls show a critical value of failure. In the
depth of 13 m where the maximum at KO = 1.2
attains 3820 kNm, which is about 3.1 times more
than for the case Ko = 0.5 (moment 1250 kNm). The
sending moment in_ both calculations appears
approximately on the place of 10.8 m_wall height.
With Ko = 0.5, the displacement directions are
mostly vertical, while for Ko = 1.2 they arehorizontal. The comparison of both courses
clearly shows the difference of directions and
displacement amounts by the influence of Ko. Themaximum' shear stress isolines and failure
surfaces are considerably larger at K = 1.2 and
reach into considerable depth under tge wall.

5 CONCLUSION

The results of the stated procedure show, that at
a small slight wall turning, the.displacement
field is still relatively homogenous. The
pressure at rest acts on parts of the underground
wall, especially of the "T" shape wall, which
don t have the possibility of displacement,
rotation and deformation. Before failure was
attained considerable shifts in the model
occured. The magnitude of the earth pressure,
calculated by the finite element method, is in
good agreement with the results of our
experiments. The most valuable result for the
future development of the scientific discipline
is the establishing of the dependence betweenwall movement and the modulus of cubic
compressibility on the foundation pit depth. On
the basis of stated parametric study - the
underground walls on Strahov were dimensionedf
evaluated and carried out in "T" form.
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